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BOOK SYNOPSIS
The worlds most talented photographers and prestigious models grace the pages of
this classic volume that celebrates Yves Saint Laurents illustrious career, reprinted
in a smaller format on the eve of his fortieth anniversary. From pret-a-porter to
haute couture, from the runway to the studio to the earths most exotic settings,
images from nearly fifty photographers, including Richard Avedon, Horst, Peter
Lindbergh, Duane Michals, Helmut Newton, Irving Penn, Francesco Scavullo,
Snowdon, and Bruce Weber bring YSLs renowned creations to glorious life. One of
the few designers who has brought fashion to the level of an art, Yves Saint Laurent
has amassed a body of work that speaks to every woman who appreciates beauty.
Documenting a career of history-making photography and design, this classic
volume displays not only that broad appeal and ingenuity, but the combined efforts
of the worlds most talented fashion photographers in a book that is as beautiful and
rewarding as one of Yves Saint Laurents creations.
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